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Unravel the secrets of the Pathfinder world with Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Occult Mysteries.

Inside youâ€™ll find an exploration of some of the Pathfinder Campaign Settingâ€™s greatest

mysteries, from the creation myths of various cultures to theories on the identities and ultimate goals

of its veiled masters. Look behind the scenes of some of Golarionâ€™s most notorious secret

societies, including the Anaphexia, the Harbingers of Fate, and the Night Heralds. Adopt new

options to incorporate astrology, harrowing, numerology, scarification, and spiritualism into your

campaigns, and explore the contents of a half-dozen occult tomes â€” including Osirion's book of the

dead, the mysteriously missing Volume 5 of the Pathfinder Chronicles, and more! With Pathfinder

Campaign Setting: Occult Mysteries, Game Masters and players alike will find the tools to tap into

the power of the starsâ€™ alignments, contact the spirits of the dead, and read the enigmatic

Harrow deck, all to better understand the past, manipulate the present, and predict the future.
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This is a phenomenal resource for any GM looking to spice up their campaign. First, the good stuff

(in my opinion):1. Like the Pathfinder Chronicles: Faction Guide, Occult Mysteries lists many groups

working towards mysterious and unknown ends. Here, there is both fluff and crunch, as it lists each

group's backstory and motives before delving into specific mechanics for each group.2. This book

provides all sorts of occult campaign ideas and mysterious adventure hooks to rope the players in

with intrigue. The book doesn't disappoint in this regard, as Occult Mysteries details some of the

most mysterious events and artifacts on Golarion. The book doesn't definitely answer any of these



mysteries but instead provides a huge range of possible outcomes, so it's completely tailorable to

each GM and each group's motives.3. As far as specific crunch is concerned, there is a new

prestige class, several feats, a new oracle mystery, and details on numerology and

astrology.Overall, I looked this book and immediately read it cover to cover to get some ideas for my

own campaign. A must have for any GM looking to throw the occult into the mix.

Not a whole lot of "crunch" in this one, but lots of great "fluff" as they say. Really fleshes out some of

the more creepy/mysterious/secretive organizations of the pathfinder campaign setting.

An excellent if non-conventional book that covers a vast amount of topics. From secret societies to

Spiritualism. From fortune telling to the mysteries of the origins of Gnomes.This is the book for any

spellcaster looking to expand his repertoire.
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